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Abstract 
Cheung, T.-Y., and Y. Zhu, Recognizing different types of beta-cycles in a database scheme, 
Theoretical Computer Science 81 (1991) 295-304. 
This paper first distinguishes between three types of beta-cycles, namely pure beta-cycles, beta- 
triangles and non-pure beta-cycles. An algorithm is then proposed for detecting their presence or 
absence in a database scheme. The database scheme is beta-acyclic if all of them are absent. The 
complexity of the algorithm is 0( INI IEI’), where 1 NI is the total number of attributes and 1~1 is 
the number of non-empty pairwise intersections of the relation schemes. The algorithm may be 
used to obtain a beta-acyclic scheme through a transformation process that eliminates beta-cycles 
from a database scheme by suitably adding attributes into its relation schemes. 
It is well known that the design and management of a database will be significantly 
simplified if the d;ltabase scheme satisfies an acychcity property. For acyclic database 
schemes, there often exist efficient (polynomial time) algorithms for solving problems 
that are NP-complete for general database schemes [IO]. For example, an aipha- 
acyclic database scheme satisfies such desirable properties [2,6] as equivale 
* This research is supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada 
under Grant No. A8963. 
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betwee; join dependency and multi-valued dependency, implication of global con- 
sistency by pairwise consistency, existence of an optimal semi-join program for 
distributed query processing, etc. 
Beeri et al. [2], Fagin [6] and Ausiello et al. [l] described many conditions for 
characterizing three important types of acyclicity, namely alpha-acyclicity, beta- 
acyclicity and gamma-acyclicity. It was proven that gamma-acyclicity =+ beta- 
acyclicity ---r, alpha-acyclicity but that none of the reverse implications hold [6]. 
One of the fundamental problems is how to efficieatiy recognize these acyclicity 
properties in a database scheme. There exist many recognition algorithms in the 
literature. A linear algorithm for determining alpha-acyclicity was given by Tarjan 
and Yannakakis [9]. An O(lNI IV1 IEI) recognition algorithm for gamma-acyclicity 
was presented by Zhu [ 111, where INI is the number of attributes, I VI is the number 
of relation schemes and )E I is the number of non-empty pairwise intersections of 
the relation schemes. D’Atri et al. [5] proposed three algorithms, all of order 
O(l vl’Wl>, f or recognizing alpha-, beta- and gamma-acyclicities, where IHI is the 
length of description of the database scheme. Fagin [6] gave a sketchy description 
of a method for recognizing beta-acyclicity. No formal description and complexity 
analysis were provided. It is our estimation that its complexity is of or&r o(I NI I VI’). 
In database management, it is sometimes desirable to reco ize or to have the 
acyclicity properties in the subschemes of a database scheme. For example, a 
beta-acyclic scheme has the important property that each of its subschemes is 
alpha-acyclic. This is not necessarily true for other types of acyclicity. 
In this paper, a recognition algorithm of order 0( INI 1~1’) is presented for testing 
beta-acyclicity and detecting three types of beta-cyclic subschemes. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the definitions of the line graph 
of a database scheme and duplicate-reduced subgraphs of the line granh are given. 
Section 3 characterizes three types of beta-cyclic database schemes in terms of the 
corresponding line graphs and duplicate-reduced subgraphs. Based on such charac- 
terizations, an algorithm for testing beta-acyclicity and detecting these subschemes 
is presented in Section 4. The complexity of the algorithm is then derived and 
compared with those of Fagin’s and D’Atri’s algorithms. It is also discussed how 
the algorithm may be used to transform beta-cyclic database schemes into beta- 
acyclic ones. 
e gra of a 
Given a universe U of attributes, a relation scheme is a non-empty subset of U 
and a database scheme is a collection of relation schemes. A database subscheme 
is a subset of this collection. 
In the literature, database schemes are often represented as hypergraphs. Thouah 
a lot of important results about acyclic databases have been described in ter 
hypergraphs, it is found that the properties and the recognition algorithm developed 
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in this paper can be stated more clearly in terms of a related but different formalism- 
the line graph. The latter is also frequently used for the description of database 
schemes [7,11]. Furthermore, a line graph representation is more realistic when a 
recognition algorithm is implemented in a distributed environment [3]. 
In the following, the definitions of pure cycles, incompatible triangles and dupli- 
cate-reduced subgraphs of the line graph of a database scheme are given. They are 
used in the next section for characterizing three types of beta-cycles in a line graph. 
Consider a graph G = ( V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E the set of edges. 
Definition 2.1. p =(v,, e,, v2, e,, . . . , vm, e,, v~+,), or simply p =(z+, v2,. . . 9 
vm, v~+~) when the e’s are implicitly understood, is called a cycle of G if 
0 i rnZ!a 
( ) ii 4, i=‘I,2 , . . . , m, are distinct vertices of V and v~+~ =vl ; and 
(iii) ei connects vi and vi+1 , i = 1,2, . . . ) m. 
vi and Vi+] are cal!ed neighbors in p. An edge in G connecting two non-neighborinp 
vertices in p is called a chord of pc. In particular, p is called a triangle if itz = 3 and 
a pure cycle if :’ does not have any chord. 
A griph G = ( V, E) is said to be triangulated if every cycle of length greater than 
3 has a chord. 
Triangulated graphs ate also called chordal, monotone transitive or rigid circuit 
graphs. Rose et al. [8] gave an O( 1 VI + IEI) algorithm for testing whether a graph 
is triangulated. 
Definition 2,2. The line graph LG(R) = ( V, E; L) of a database scheme 
(R*,R2,**- 9 RI ,,I) consists of a graph G(R) = ( V, E) and a set of labels defined as 
follows: 
(i) vi E V if and only if Ri E R. The label L[ vi] of vi is the 5 :t of attributes Ri. 
(ii) e=(ui,q)E E ifandonlyifvi,z.jE VandL[e]#@,where L[e]=L[VJnL[q] 
; called the chordal abel of e. 
A line graph is also called a complete intersection graph or a join graph [7]. Note 
that an edge exists in a line graph if and only if its label is not empty. 
Notation 
Throughout this paper, the labels of a line graph are included within braces { }, 
or represented by the capital letter X. Sometimes, when there is no confusion, the 
label of an edge or vertex is also used to identify the edge or vertex itself. For 
example, {x} may mean either the label whose attribute is x or the edge whose label 
is {x}. 
notes the line graph and G( E) its associated graph 
Also, the symbols 2 and 3 ontains” and “properly 
contains”, respectively. 
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nition 2.3. A cycle p = (v,, v2,. . . , v,,,, v,) of G is called a pure cycle of LG( 
provided that L[ vi] n 1 Fvj] # 0 if and only if vi and vj are neighbors in p. In addition, 
if m = 3, it also requires L[ v,] n L[ v2] n L[ vs] = 0. 
ycle p=bh,el,v2, e2,- l l ) v,,,, em, v,) of G is called a beta-cycle 
;L) if and only if $=(v~,e{,v~,e;,...,v~,e&,v~) is a pure 
‘= (Ri = Rk -X (with empty Ri deleted)}k=,,_.,,, vi= 
{L[Sl-X), e: ={L[ei]-X}, 1 ~i~rn, and X= L[v,]n L[v2]n l l l n L[v,,,]. 
In particular, a beta-triangle is a beta-cycle with m = 3. A pure beta-cycle is a 
beta-cycle with m > 3 and X = 0. A non-pure beta-cycle is a beta-cycle with m > 3 
and X#0. 
It is interesting to compare the line graph and hypergraph representations of a 
database scheme In a hypergraph (V, E), each vertex in V represents an attribute 
of and each hyperedge in E, a non-empty subset of V, represents a relation 
scheme. It is obvious that the vertices and edges of a line graph representation 
correspond to the hyperedges and their non-empty pairwise intersections in a 
hypergraph representation, respectively. As a consequence, our definitions of beta- 
cycles and beta-acyclicity in terms of line graphs are exactly the same as those given 
in terms of hypergraphs [2,6]. 
Atriangle p =(v,, e,, v2, e2, v,, e,, v,) in LG(R) is said to be incom- 
patible if and only if L[ e,], L[e2] and L[eJ are pairwise incompatible, i.e., for any 
V. and vj, 1 s i, j s 3, i #j, L[ ei] Z L[ ej] and L[ ej] z L[ei]. 1 
The following types of edges and 
of beta-cyclic database schemes. 
subgraphs play a special role in our investigation 
Definition 2.6. An edge e E E is said to be a duplicate edge of LG(R) = ( V, E; L) if 
there exists at least one other edge e’ E E such that L[ e] = L[e’]. For a duplicate 
edge e, the duplicate-reduced subgraph of G(R) with respect o e, denoted by G’( R, e), 
is the graph ( V’, E’), where V’ = { 0’1 v’ E V and L[ v’] 3 L[e]} and E’ = {e’l e’ E E 
and L[e’] 3 L[e]}. 
2.7. Consider the database scheme = (xab, xbc, xcdhp, xda, hk, wykm, 
nw}, whose line graph LG( ) is shown in Fig. d. (Q, v5, v6, 08, 03) iS a 
pure beta-cycle, (v,, v7, v8, VJ is a beta-triangle and {v, , v2, v3, v4, v,} is a non-pure 
beta-cycle. {( vl, v3), ( v2, v4)} is a set of dupiicate edges with chordal label {x}. 
e following observations are important for the development of the propositions 
ip: the next section. 
line graph of a non-pure beta-cycle p is a complete subgraph of LG( 
rds have the same label and all its non-chordal edges have a label 
properly containing where .y is defined in efinition 2.4. 
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Fig. 1. The beta-triangles, pure beta-cycles and non-pure 
scheme. 
beta-cycles of the line graph of a database 
This observation follows from Definition 2.4. The first part is due to the fact that, 
for every chord (vi, Vj) of p, if L[tli]n L[vj]Z X, then L[vi]n L[vj]=L[vi]n 
L[vj] -X # 0, contradictory to the fact that /I’ is a pure cycle. The second part 
follows from the fact that, if L[ ei] = X for a certain edge ei of p, then L[ ei] = $3, 
contradictory to the fact that $ is a cycle. 
(b) In creating G’( e) from G(R), those and only those vertices and edges 
whose label does not properly contain L[e] are removed. Such removals do not 
create new cycles of any kind. Also, for any non-pure beta-cycle with chordal label 
L[e], such removals change its complete subgraph in G( ) to a pure cycle in 
G’(R, e). 
3. Characterization for three types of beta-cycles 
According to Definitions 2.3 and 2.4, the beta-cycles of a line graph can be grouped 
into three disjoint sets: the set of pure beta-cycles, the set of beta-triangles and the 
set of non-pure beta-cycles. 
As stated in the following three propositions, the presence or absence of each 
type of beta-cycles in a ) can be characterized by a condition of 
its associated graph G( h itself or its duplicate-reduced subgraphs 
e). Proposition 3.1 follows immediately from the definitions of pure cycles 
and triangulated graphs, [8]. 
is triangulated. 
) has no pure cycles of length bigger than 3 ifnnd mly if G( 
ecause of Proposition 3. 
only if its associate 
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osition 3.2. p = ( trl , e, , Q, e2, Q, e3 = vi) is a beta-triangle in LG( 
if it is an incompatible triangle of L 
Let X and the entities vi, e’, ei, ~3, ei vi be defined as in Definition 2.4. 
vious that L[el,] n L[ei] n L[ =0 and that L[ei] = L[ei] -X, i = 1,2,3. It 
follows that CL is a beta-triangle if nly if L[eI] # 0, i = 1,2,3. 
(+=) 2 oppose, by contradiction, t N is not a beta-triangle. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that L[ e’,] = 0. Then, E[e,] = L[ei] u /Y = X = L[e,] n 
L[ e,l n L[e3] E L[e,]. That is, p is not incompatible. 
(3) Suppose, by contradiction, that J.L is not incompatible. Assume that L[e2] -2 
L[e,]. Then, L[e,] c_ L[ e,] n L[eJ = X and L[el,] = L[e,] - X = 0. That is, p is not 
a beta-triangle. III 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 provide two methods for detecting pure beta-cycles and 
beta-triangles. However, as shown in Example 3.4, their absence in a line graph 
does not guarantee that the graph also has no non-pure beta-cycles. Proposition 3.3 
provides a solution to this problem. 
Proposition 3.3. Let e be a duplicpfe edge of LG( R). LG( R) has no non-pure beta-cycles 
with chordal label L[ e] if and only if G’( R, e) is triangulated. 
roof. (+=) Suppose G’( ) is triangulated but LG( R) has a non-pure beta-cycle 
CL = (VI, 02, ’ l ’ ¶ hn, VI) chordal label L[ e], where PI > 3. It follows that L[ Vi] n 
L[ vj] = L[e] if and only if vi and vj are not neighbors in p and that L[ Vi] n 
L[ vj] 3 L[ e] if and only if vi and vj are neighbors. Since the removals eliminate 
those and only those edges whose label does not properly contain L[e], all chords 
of p but none of its non-chordal edges are eliminated, resulting in p being a 
chordless cycle in e) with length bigger than 3. This contradicts with the 
assumption that G’ is triangulated. 
(*) Suppose G’ e) is not triangulated. Then, there exists at least one chordless 
cyclep =(v,,e,, v2,e2,. . ., v,,,, e,,,, v,) of G’(R5 e) with length m > 3, where L[v,J 2 
L[e] and L[eJ = L[e], k = I,2 , . e . , m, when vk and ek are considered within LG(R). 
It follows that, for any pair of non-neighboring vertices vi and vj p, L[( vi, Vj)] =, 
L[e], i,j=1,2 ,..., m, iSj. ence p has a chord (vi, vj) in LG ). Since (Vi, Vj) 
has been deleted from LG( L[e] 2 L[(Vi, Vj)]* Therefore, L[(Vi, Vj)] = L[e] for 
all pairs of non-neighboring veiices of p. This implies that p is a non-pure beta-cycle 
Note that, for each duplicate edge e, there may be several distinct non-pure 
owever, they all have the same duplicate-reduced subgraph G’( 
xistence of such cycles, uficient to check the duplicatz- 
e) only once. and 3.5 illustrate the necessary 
roposition 3.3, respectivefy. 
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Fig. 3. LG(R) has no non-pure be:a-cycles and G’(IP, (x}) i; triangulated. 
Example 3.4. Consider the database sch ={xab, xbc, xcd, x+a, hd}, whose 
line graph LG(R) is shown in Fig. 2a. LG( ianguked and has no incompatible 
&riangles, but has a non-pure beta-cycle (tt, , v2, v3, v4, v,) with chordal !abel {x}. 
The duplicate-redu ph G’( R, {x}) (Fig. 2b) is not triangulated. (N&e that, 
as a subgraph of G {x}) should have no label. The labels sh(Jwn in Fig. 2b 
are just used to explain which edges will remain after the deletion.) 
Example 3.5. Figure 3a shows the line graph of the database scheme 
abx, bckx, cdpx, dgx}. Since {x} is the only duplicate edge, any non-pur 
subschemes (if existing) must have chordal label {x}. S&e the duplicate-reduced 
exist. 
{x}) (Fig. 3b) is triangulated, such beta-cyclic subschemes do not 
nition 2. 
can be defined as follows. 
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ition 4.1. A database scheme R is said to be pure beta-cyclic, beta-triangular 
or non-pure beta-cyclic if and only if its line graph ) is a pure beta-cycle, a 
beta-triangle or a non-pure beta-cycle, respectively. is said to be beta-acyclic if 
and only if LG( ) does not contain any of these beta-cyclic subschemes. 
In the following, the results of Section 3 are stated as an algorithm for detecting 
these three types of beta-cyclic subschemes. The procedure TRIANGULATED( 6) 
refers to Rose’s algorithm [8], which accepts a graph G as input and outputs the 
value “true” if G is triangulated and the value “false” otherwise. 
lgorithm TEST-BETA-ACYCLICITY 
ut: The graph G(R) and label set L of a database scheme R. 
ut: One of the following messages: 
Messagel: The database scheme has at least one pure beta-cyclic subscheme. 
Message2: The database scheme has no pure beta--cyclic subschemes but has at 
least one beta-triangular su3zZxxzx. 
MessageS: The database scheme has neither pure beta-cyclic nor beta-triangular 
subschemes but has at least one non-pure beta-cyclic subscheme. 
Message4: The database scheme is beta-acyclic. 
ure TYPE-BETA-CYCLE( G(R), L): STRING; 
in 
(0 
(2) 
(3) 
(4 
if not TRIANGULATED( G( R)) then exit( Messagel); 
for each edge ( oi, Vj) E E do 
for each vk E G< )? where (vi, vk), (vj, vk) E E and k # iJ, do 
f (vi, vj, vk) is incompatible then exit(Message2); 
ine the set of duplicate edges {e, , e2, . . . , ed} of LG( R) with distinct 
labels; 
termine the duplicate-reduced subgraph G’( R, e,); 
not TRIANGULATED( G’( R, ei)) then exit( Message3); 
4.1. Complexity of Algorithm TEST-BETA-ACYCLICITY 
For a database scheme, let INI, 1 VI and I E I denote the number of attributes, the 
er of relation schemes and the number of pairwise intersections of the relation 
,“,“,ernes9 respectively. n thi5 algo&hm, Step (1) may be solved in time O( 1 E I + 1 VI) 
Step s a double loo 
lEllog 
requires time 
Wl+l 
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test its triangulatedness. Hence, the order of this step is O( l~l(l~l’+ 1~1 I VI)). 
Because of its dominancy among the four steps, this term is also the order of the 
algorithm. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the line graph repi-esenting 
the database scheme is connected. Hence, 0( I VI) is always lower than o(IEI> and 
O(l~l(lEl’+ PI l VI)) = 0cl-N kq*>. 
In the following, the complexity of Algorithm TEST-BETA-ACYCL 
compared with those of D’Atri’s [l] and Fagin’s [6] algorithms. As mentioned in 
the introduction, D’Atri’s algorithm is of order 0( I VI’1 I). In pa&&r, if IHI = 
O(~NI Ivl), then its order is O(INI 1 VI’). S’ mce Fagin did not clearly describe his 
algorithm and its complexity, we provide the following analysis. Briefly, it is claimed 
that a database scheme is beta-acyclic if and only if the parameter Succeeds has a 
“true” value after applying &-lc following procedure. 
Procedure Fagin; 
Succeeds := true 
for each triplet (v, , v2, v3) do 
if both L[ v,] n L[ v2] # 0 and L[ v2] n L[ v3] Z: 0 then 
begin 
X := L[ v,] n L[ v2] n L[ v3] 
L[v’,]:= L[v,]-x; L[v$= L[v,]-x; L[vi]:= L[v3]-x 
T:={vJv=vlorv= v30r(L[v]3Xand L[v]nL[vi]=0)} 
T’:={v’lL[v’]=L[v]-X and vc T) 
if vi and vi are connected in T’ then Succeeds := false 
end. 
In the above procedure, the loop goes through I VI’ tripiets. For each triplet, it 
requires time 0( INI) for checking the intersections and creating X, v’, , v$ and v$ ,
time O(lPI I Vi) f or computing T an:’ T’, and time O( INI 1 VI’) for checking the 
connectedness of v’, and vi. Hence, Fagin’s algorithm is of order O(l Vl’(lNI+ 
IN i vl+lN Ivl’>> =oclN Ivl’>. As a result of this analysis, it may be claimed that 
our algorithm has a lower order of complexity than Fagin’s. It is comparable to 
D’Atri’s if o(IEI) = O(l V13/‘). 
other coucem is that Algorithm TEST-BETA-ACYCLICITY 
raph representation of a database scheme whereas Fagin’s a 
based on the hypergraph representation. Since it takes time O(l 
the line graph from a hypergraph and 0( I VI) is not higher tha (1~1) for a connected 
line graph, the complexity of our algorithm remains as 
database scheme is given in a hy;>ergraph representation and a tra 
required. 
4.2. Creation of beta-acyclic database schemes 
ing it become beta-acyclic. e by eliminating each 
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type of beta-cycles once detected at a step of Algorithm TEST-BE -ACYCLICITY. 
For instance, pure beta-cyclic subschemes can be eliminated from a dat 
by triangulating its line graph through the addition of an attrib 
neighboring relation schemes in the cycle. Beta-triangular subschemes ca 
nated by relocating the attributes of the relation schemes in its inc 
Lastly, to eliminate the non-pure beta-cyclic subschemes, we s 
the duplicate-reduced subgraphs. The creation process, however, is done by addin 
attributes to certain relation schemes intui ly. In general, a 
without careful planning may have adverse cts in the sense th 
a beta-cycle for one group of relation schemes, it may create a beta-cycle for another 
group. One of the open problems for research is how to perfo e creation proI-3s 
“optimally”, i.e., with the minimal changes to the given relation schemes. This 
problem is further complicated by the fact that logical design often involves semantic 
properties of the relations and attributes. This algorithm will be integrated into a 
graphical system for logical database design [4]. 
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